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3 December 2019 – Alstom has awarded the Fundación ONCE as best 

association for initiatives in Diversity and Inclusion. It is a recognition for 

the joint work being made by Fundación ONCE and Alstom in Spain to 

promote universal design in mobility systems. The Alstom annual WADA 

awards (Wada = We’re All Differently Able) have highlighted the 

collaboration between Alstom and Fundación ONCE for the design of 

100% accessible solutions as well as the inclusion in the work 

environment. 

 

With this award, Alstom’s group recognizes the work done by Alstom 

Spain with Fundación ONCE to put all types of passengers at the center 

of our mobility solutions. We focus on Universal Design, which means 

designing solutions accessible and user-friendly for the entire 

population. “Inclusion is a fundamental pillar in our company and one of our key values. We 

design inclusive mobility solutions in a work environment and culture where all differences are 

embraced, respected and leveraged without any bias”, explains Antonio Moreno, Alstom 

Managing Director in Spain.  

 

Fundación ONCE and Alstom signed a collaboration agreement in February 2019 to improve 

universal accessibility in transport and thus the full inclusion of people with disabilities. Its 

objective is to make collective transport accessible and comfortable for all people. 

 

From this perspective, both entities commit to promote accessibility in design projects and 

create solutions that improve usability and comfort in transport for people with disabilities and 

seniors. 

 

Since the signing of the agreement, Fundación ONCE already worked with Alstom team to 

develop solutions according to mobility needs in terms of accessibility. To date, the entities 

have jointly worked on two rolling stock projects (metros and suburban), related to and Alstom 

will shortly present two innovations on this topic design. 

 

Alstom and Fundación ONCE are also working together for the promotion of training and 

employment, with the help of Inserta, an entity expert in the development of training, 

employment and consulting programs aimed at enhancing the employment of people with 

disabilities 
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About Alstom 

  
Leading the way to greener and smarter mobility worldwide, Alstom develops and markets integrated systems that provide 
the sustainable foundations for the future of transportation. Alstom offers a complete range of equipment and services, from 
high-speed trains, metros, trams and e-buses to integrated systems, customized services, infrastructure, signalling and digital 
mobility solutions. Alstom recorded sales of €8.1 billion and booked orders of €12.1 billion in the 2018/19 fiscal year. Alstom 
is present in over 60 countries and employs 36,300 people. 

 

Alstom maintains its long-term industrial and technological commitment in Spain. With close to 2000 workers in 18 sites, 
Alstom is the only company in Spain with local industrial and technological footprint for all the activities involved in railway 
transport: signalling, infrastructures, train manufacturing, maintenance and digital mobility. The company has in Barcelona 
an industrial plant devoted to the manufacture of all types of trains, and an innovation centre in Madrid for the development 
of R&D programs.   
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